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Professionals running projects requiring dioxin and POP’s (Persistent Organic Pollutants) testing are faced with numerous possibilities and challenges. When it comes to the testing phase, we at ALS believe that it is our role to provide convenient solutions.



Having the option to choose from an extensive list of analytical standards for dioxin testing and flexible reporting formats is something we believe adds value. Our experienced staff will be available to assist clients in delivering a product that meets the demands from both authorities and end clients in a timely and professional manner.


For POP’s testing there is an extensive list of parameters to consider. Unlike dioxin testing where there is a clearly defined scope, POP’s testing and choice of parameters normally requires combining individual compounds into a testing suite. The comprehensive testing portfolio offered by ALS, including all compounds added to the list of POP’s under the Stockholm convention, enable tailor made solutions for specific projects increasing the likelihood of meeting project dead-lines and budgets.


To ensure that the testing is undertaken to the highest standard, ALS have combined all testing for dioxins and POP’s into one dedicated ISO 17025 accredited laboratory. With more than 15 years of experience in the field and having participated in some of the largest projects in Europe we are proud to say that we are operating a true centre of excellence. The testing facility houses six high resolution GC-MS instruments testing in excess of 14 000 samples per year.
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            If you wish to order or to find out how our experts can help you, please contact customer.support@alsglobal.com
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                                        ALS in Europe
ALS Life Sciences Europe provides clients with testing of a wide range of parameters including microbiology, organic contaminants, metals and their isotopes, minerals, vitamins, and toxins. Our clients are requesting tests of environmental samples, food, pharmaceuticals, consumer products and a range of other sample types.


 


ALS Czech Republic, s.r.o.


 


Společnost s ručením omezeným


zapsaná v Obchodním rejstříku vedeném Městským soudem v Praze, 


oddíl C, vložka 111197
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